1... AUTO BURGLARY  MONAGAN LOT  030506
Student was driving out of the lot when she observed a 25-30 year old male with a moustache sitting in a 1997 green Ford Mustang with its black front bumper guard hanging off the vehicle. She saw a heavy set female accomplice exiting a parked vehicle with stereo equipment. The suspect fled towards Pacific Ave. Officers were later contacted and discovered a black Honda was burglarized.

2...ARREST  McCONCHIE HALL  030506
Officers were checking the rear and contacted a transient. A subsequent check revealed the subject had an outstanding warrant for his arrest.

3...INJURED PERSON  MAIN GYM  030506
Subject injured his knee while playing basketball. Report taken.

4...VANDALISM  CLOCK TOWER PARKING  030606
Victim reports someone keyed the side of their vehicle.

5 ...HIT & RUN  DAVE BRUBECK WAY  030706
Staff member reports a subject driving a Toyota Camry backed into a light pole. The driver got out and inspected the damage and drove away.

6...THEFT  LIBRARY  030706
Victim reports someone took their bicycle.

7...ASSAULT  McCAFFREY CTR.  030706
Dispatched received a call of a subject enticing others to fight with him. One victim walked by and exchanged words with the subject who then grabbed the victim and tripped him to the ground. The subject turned and walked away. Victim did not sustain any injuries.

8...CASUALTY  JOHN BALLANTYNE  030806
Medical assistance requested.

9...AUTO BURGLARY  MONAGAN PARKING  030906
Officer located a vehicle with the window smashed out. The victim was contacted and a report was taken.

10..TRAFFIC STOP  MENDCINO  030906
Officers stopped a vehicle for traffic violations. Officers learned the driver did not have a license. The driver was cited and vehicle was towed.
11..THEFT  CLOCK TOWER LOT  031006
Victim reports the theft of their parking permit and some music CD’s from their unlocked vehicle.

12..TRESPASSING  DAVE BRUBECK  031006
Subject was observed going through dumpsters and was recently revoked from campus. He was cited for trespassing and revoked again.